GUIDE FOR COMPLETING
RADIOACTIVE WASTE LICENSE-FOR-DELIVERY
APPLICATION

This license is necessary to allow radioactive waste and/or items contaminated or potentially contaminated with licensable quantities of radioactive material or from licensable activities to be transported to a disposal/processing facility within the State of Tennessee for subsequent processing.

The following paragraphs explain the information requested on Application for Radioactive Waste License-for-Delivery Form RHS-30, and other information which should enable you to understand the review process and enable you to obtain your license-for-delivery in a timely fashion without any unnecessary delays.

**Item 1**
Name and address of the shipper/generator and/or broker.

**Item 2**
List the full name, title, address, and telephone number of the person responsible for radioactive waste shipments.

**Item 3**
This item refers to the location/address the shipment of radioactive waste originates. Each location will require an additional fee and certificate of liability insurance specific to the shipment location. Broker(s) should use the address from which their brokerage operations will be conducted. Specific requirements for brokers utilizing the license-for-delivery are specified below.

**Item 4**
List the radioactive material license number(s) for each facility (shipment location).

**Item 5**
Provide the Total Estimated Annual Pounds of radioactive waste expected to be shipped or brokered using this license-for-delivery from this location for the calendar year application is made.

**Item 6**
If your company or facility has never possessed a license-for-delivery at the location application has been made, then check "New ( )." If your company or facility has possessed a license-for-delivery at the location application has been made, then check "Renewal ( )." In each case the fee is $850.00.

---

1 Brokers Utilizing the License-for-Delivery

A valid Tennessee Radioactive Waste License-for-Delivery allows the delivery of radioactive material to a licensed Tennessee disposal/processing facility, and, also, allows the holder of this license-for-delivery to broker shipments of radioactive waste to such facilities if the following conditions are met:

1. travels to the generator’s site; and,

2. prepares, packages, or ships, or oversees the preparation, packaging, or shipment of the material for delivery to a Tennessee disposal/processing facility; and,

3. through its (the broker) acting as the shipper provides the required financial assurance.

It is the responsibility of the license-for-delivery holder to ship radioactive material to the Tennessee disposal/processing facility with the proper identification indicating that the shipment is made in accordance with this license.
Item 7
Provide a complete description of the radioactive waste expected to be shipped and/or brokered using this license-for-delivery from this location for the calendar year application is made. If additional space is needed, you may provide attachments to the application.

Item 8
Provide the chemical and physical form of the types of radioactive waste to be shipped or brokered using this license-for-delivery from this location for the calendar year application is made. If additional space is needed, you may provide attachments to the application.

Item 9
Provide the Waste Class & Stability as applicable.

Item 10
List the prominent radionuclides expected to be shipped and/or brokered using this license-for-delivery from this location for the calendar year application is being made.

Item 11
Provide the Total Estimated Radioactivity in Curies of radioactive waste expected to be shipped or brokered using this license-for-delivery from this location for the calendar year application is made.

Item 12
Provide the name(s) and address(es) of broker(s) possessing a Tennessee Radioactive Waste License-for-Delivery that the applicant may expect to use from this location for the calendar year application is made. If additional space is needed, you may provide attachments to the application.

Item 13
Provide the name(s) and address(es) of carrier(s) that the applicant may expect to use from this location for the calendar year application is made. If additional space is needed, you may provide attachments to the application.

Item 14
A Certificate of Liability Insurance, issued to the shipper/generator and/or broker for the specific location and effective for the entire calendar year application is made, is required. This Certificate of Liability Insurance should meet the monetary and coverage requirements outline in "State Regulations for Protection Against Radiation" 0400-20-10-.32 (copy attached). If the shipper/generator and/or broker possesses a certificate not issued by American Nuclear Insurers (ANI), then the Certificate of Liability Insurance must contain a statement from the insurance company or insurance broker certifying that this certificate meets and/or exceeds the monetary and coverage requirements of "State Regulations for Protection Against Radiation" 0400-20-10-.32.

Item 15
This item is self-explanatory.

Each application should be signed (include title of authorized representative) and dated. Failing to perform any of the tasks outlined above will result in delays in the issuance of your license-for-delivery. Any items that are still not clear will be addressed promptly and efficiently if you contact (615) 532-0383.